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Overview of presentation

• Forecasting framework
o Scenarios – scenarios based on risk factor trajectories – the role of mediation
o Drivers of health
o Mortality forecasting model
o Non-fatal forecasts: incidence, prevalence, YLDs

• Cause-specific results to 2050 (preliminary GBD2019 based forecasts)
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First GBD forecasts - Lancet 1997 and Science 1996
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Mortality forecasting paper Lancet 2018
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The Guardian 17 Oct 2018
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healthdata.org: Visualization tool 
available at time of publication

6141

Population  forecasting paper 
Lancet 2020



Useful types of future health scenarios 
• Reference scenario – what we would expect to occur in the future if:

o The independent drivers of health continue to follow recent trends 
o The causal relationships between independent drivers and health stay the same 

• The reference scenario is not a prediction of what will happen - it is simply 
what would happen based on forecasting past trends in drivers of health and 
past relationships between drivers and outcomes 

• Better (85) and worse (15) scenarios – rates of change for each 
independent driver is set to the 85th and 15th percentiles, respectively, of 
observed rates of change across locations and years in the past

• Tailored scenarios from of alternative future trajectories for any combination 
of the independent drivers in the model
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Custom scenarios: examples from past analyses
• Population scenarios

o Different trajectories of female education and met need for modern contraceptives; 
all other drivers at reference

• Diet scenarios
o Adjust all diet SEVs to 0 by 2030 (assuming an “optimal” diet); all other drivers at 

reference
• Paris climate agreement scenarios

o Adjust carbon emissions for all countries to their Paris Climate Agreement goals in 
2030; all other drivers at reference
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Heart of the forecasting method is independent 
drivers of health

• Forecasted independent drivers are input to the mortality forecasting model
• Two categories of independent drivers 
• Socio-demographic drivers include GDP per capita, educational attainment 

and the total fertility rate under 25 years (TFU25); combined in the 
forecasting model to the GBD sociodemographic index (SDI)

• Risk factors and interventions – all 79 GBD risk factors and a short-list of 
interventions are included as independent drivers (5 vaccines and drivers of 
HIV/AIDS incidence and mortality (ART coverage etc))
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Drivers of health – all are forecasted
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Forecasting risk exposure – modeling updates
• Previously modeled risk exposure based solely 

on past time trends
• New MRBRT* models have been developed 

using the sociodemographic index (SDI) as a 
driver of risk exposure

• In order to stabilize our modeling approach 
across risks and locations, we have developed 
an ensemble approach: 3 different models with 
12 settings of recency weighs on past years  

• Ensemble model uses predictive validity to rank 
and weight models according to the best fit for 
each location and each risk factor
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Rate-of-change

*MRBRT = IHME’s Bayesian meta-regression tool



Risk factor mediation
• A risk factor may exert its effect on a disease through one or more mediator risks 

Example: high body mass index (BMI) and ischemic heart disease (IHD) with 
mediation through 3 risk factors. Mediation factor (mf) is the proportion of excess 
risk mediated through each mediator risk factor. Also note the unmediated (direct) 
effect from BMI to IHD
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BMI

LDL
mf = 0.10

FPG
mf = 0.15

SBP 
mf = 0.31

IHD

LDL= low density lipoprotein (LDL), SBP= systolic blood pressure, FPG= fasting plasma glucose 

RRM = (RR - 1)mf + 1

RRU = (RR - 1)(1 - mf ) + 1



Mediation matrix 

• Mediation matrix of GBD 2019 consists of 135 risk-mediator-cause entries 
involving 26 causes and 28 risk factor, of which 11 are mediators (see below) 

• The main motivation for accounting for mediation and use of mediation matrix has 
been to avoid double counting when calculating disease burden attributable to 
clusters of risk factors (eg all risk factors combined, or all diet risks combined)

• Novel  use of mediation to forecast future burden for policy relevant scenarios 
constructed from future risk factor trajectories 
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Entries of mediation matrix from BMI – IHD example

Distal risk mediator cause mf

metab_bmi_adult metab_sbp cvd_ihd 0.312
metab_bmi_adult metab_ldl cvd_ihd 0.100
metab_bmi_adult metab_fpg cvd_ihd 0.149



To support development of policy relevant scenarios several 
improvements in the forecasting approach are ongoing

1) Reviewed and revised the causal web linking distal behavioral and 
environmental risks to risk mediators such as systolic blood pressure (SBP) 
– known in the GBD lexicon as the mediation matrix. 

2) Development of the concept of the intrinsic level of mediator risks – the level 
of a mediator such as systolic blood pressure or fasting plasma glucose 
(FPG) not explained by the trends in distal risk factors that flow through the 
mediator. 

3) Ensemble model for forecasting distal risks and intrinsic levels of mediators. 
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Rockefeller Foundation project on diet
• In 2019, we conducted a modeling exercise 

to forecast the longer term impact of shifting 
over a decade to the GBD optimal diet on 
health outcomes.  

• In 2050, our forecasting framework 
suggested that attributable deaths to poor 
diet would be 11 million deaths. 

• Switching to an optimal diet over that time 
period, avoided only 4 million deaths in 2050.

• Unpacking this problem revealed the key 
issue was the trend in the mediators (SBP, 
FPG, LDL) linked to the trend in the distals. 
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Revisions of forecasting approach and GBD
• To solve the 11 million attributable diet deaths versus the 4 million avoided diet 

deaths problem has led to three major revisions:

• Modeling the trajectory of risk factors that are mediators as a function of distal risks and 
unexplained trends in the mediator called the intrinsic summary exposure value 
(intrinsic SEV). The level of a mediator such as systolic blood pressure or fasting 
plasma glucose (FPG) not explained by the trends in distal risk factors that flow through 
the mediator. 

• Much greater scrutiny on the evidence for mediation pathways and the mediation 
factors including identifying implied missing outcomes for many distal risks. 

• Using the evidence score to help guide the choice of new risk-mediator-outcome 
pathways to add to the GBD and FHS. 
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Contribution of intrinsic to total SEV for blood pressure for USA and India
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Contribution on  -log(1-PAF) scale

India, reference                                               All diet-risks set to zero 2020-2030
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Example interventions: Global forecasts of Vaccine Coverage

*Based on GBD 2017 data



Modeling future mortality - 3 components

• We forecast cause-specific mortality as follows (200+ causes sex-specific):

1. Remove effect of risk factors and interventions - gives us risk-deleted or underlying 
cause-specific mortality (scalars in model = multipliers of mortality rate)

2. Model cause-sex-specific underlying mortality with Sociodemographic index (SDI) 
and time as explanatory variables (mixed effects linear model with priors; age-
location & age-time random effects)

3. What is not explained with risk factors/interventions and SDI/time is modelled with 
time-series (ARIMA) models

1

2

3

Input needed: past cause-specific mortality, past and future drivers of mortality 
(risk factors, vaccines, SDI (GDP per capita, educational level, fertility under 25 years)



Mortality forecasting model
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From Appendix Vollset et al. Lancet 2020

* Note  the risk factor scalar (S) is computed from the combined population attributable fraction (PAF) of all GBD risks 
causally related to each modelled cause; scalar = 1/(1-PAF); the scalar represents the ratio of the total to the underlying
or risk-deleted cause-specific mortality)

Separate models
by cause and sex

*



Overview

systematic
multistage
complex
interdependent
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SDI



Non-fatal models – brief overview
• Incidence and prevalence are modelled from mortality via mortality/incidence (MI) and mortality/prevalence(MP) 

ratios with SDI as covariate
• For non-fatal only causes we model prevalence directly
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Forecasting granularity
• The Future Health Scenarios mission is to forecast each round of the GBD
• We forecast all the 369 GBD 2019 causes and cause aggregates  with only a 

few exceptions
• 23 age groups, males and females, and 204 country locations
• Subnational estimation for China, India, United States and Brazil
• Cause specific results from 2020 – 2050
• All GBD main measures: deaths, YLLs, YLDs, DALYs, incidence, prevalence, 

life expectancy, HALE
• 2100 populations (including all-cause mortality, fertility, migration) 
• Future comparative risk assessment (CRA) for all GBD risk factors; avoidable 

burden
22



GBD 2019 based burden forecasts (preliminary)
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Global age-stand rates: death, YLL, YLD, DALY 1990 - 2050  – GBD 2019
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Sub-Saharan Africa ASR 1990 - 2050 : death, YLL, YLD, DALY – GBD 2019
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High-income age-stand rates: death, YLL, YLD, DALY 1990 - 2050  – GBD 2019
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Sub-Saharan Africa - Agestand DALYs/100 
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2019                                                  2050



High-Income - Agestand DALYs/100 
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2019                                                  2050



Summary - forecasting the GBD
• We produce forecasts at full GBD granularity until 2050 (GBD measures, causes, 

risks, sex-age groups)
• Death, YLL, YLD, DALY, incidence, prevalence, life expectancy, HALE, 360 

causes, 375 locations/204 countries, 23 age groups by sex, 1990-2050
• Population estimates to 2100 (includes all-cause mortality, fertility, migration)
• Forecasts are covariate driven using the GBD comparative risk assessment and 

Sociodemographic index
• A unique feature of our framework is the potential to produce tailored scenarios 

of risk factors and interventions (eg, policy scenarios: what happens if we set risk 
exposure from diet, BMI, air pollution, smoking, etc to zero, or other trajectories 
of interest to policymakers or planners in health and other sectors) 
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